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DAILY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED ON THE BUS EAGLE OF LIGHT, DURING THE
TRIP FROM THE MARIAN CENTR OF FIGUEIRA, TO THE CITY OF SAO PAULO, TO THE VISIONARY
SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Contemplate the world and such great decay of humanity without being absorbed by it. Be the
principle of a new life consciously, and before letting yourself be carried by the currents of the
world, be a beacon to those who walk in the darkness.

Do not see this decay with criticism and judgments because you are also a part of it. But, child, be
conscious that the transformation of life on Earth must also come from those who call themselves
awake.

Whenever you are before illusions of your brothers and sisters, do not judge, but emanate the
compassion that was given to you by God when He opened your eyes. Let arise from your Heart the
same love that the Creator made emerge when He called you to His side.

You do not need to say a single word to transform one heart: a simple gaze and the emanation of the
mercy of your heart will be enough. Only be true in your intentions to be a principle of the new in
this world, which day by day is declining.

For what I say to you to become a reality in your life, child, it is only necessary to not let yourself
be carried away by the influences of the world, and not to want to adapt yourself to the worldly life
when you are facing someone who lives this life, just to not look different.

Be what you are. Live according to what your heart indicates to you. Do not fear to express the
transformation that is happening inside you and do not worry if you are different to the others
because it is precisely the difference in you, which will cause the souls to awaken. It is the example
of your transformation that will impel those around you to seek a new life and let go the old man.

Therefore, while you are in this world, do not belong to it. Belong to a Divine Kingdom and attract
this higher reality to Earth with your determination.

Your Father and Friend,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


